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A War on Two Fronts: J. B. S. Haldane
and the Response to Lysenkoism in Britain
DIANE B. PAUL
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The reverberationsof the so-called Lysenko Affair in the Soviet
Union were suprisingly far-flung. Not only did Lysenko's influence
extend to Eastern Europe and to China,but also to England,France,
India, Latin America, and doubtless to other places as well - the comparative history of Lysenkoism is yet to be written. Nevertheless,it
can be assertedwith confidence that the Englishsituation was unique;
its character is perhaps best exemplified in the person of J. B. S.
Haldane, at once a founder of the modern synthesis of classical Darwinism and Mendeliangenetics and a leading member of the British
CommunistParty who served at the height of the Lysenkocontroversy
as chairmanof the editorialboardof its newspaper.'
Although there were probably more actual Lysenkoists in India,
France, and Brazil, only in England were large numbers of persons
forced ultimately to choose between their political and their scientific
loyalties. It could not have been otherwise in the country that had
produced Darwin and many of the principal architects of Darwinism
in its modern form and had also producedso many scientists(for some
reason biologists in particular) who turned to socialism and to the
Soviet Union as its practicalembodiment in the 1920s and 1930s. The
particularway in which the crisis over Lysenko worked itself out in
Britain is directly related to the reasons why so many of its scientists
came originallyto identify the cause of science with that of Soviet-style
1. Haldaneturned to communism in the late 1930s, although he did not
formally join the CommunistParty until 1942. Two years later (in 1944), he
became a memberof its executive committee. He resigned(probablyby allowing
his membershipto lapse)in 1950. Haldanealso servedas chairmanof the editorial
board of the LondonDaily Workerfrom 1940 to about February1950 and contributed a weekly column, usually on a science-relatedtopic, from 1937 to
August 1950. Haldane'srole in the party and his contnbutions to the Worker
are described in Ronald Clark, J. B. S.: The Life and Work of J. B. S. Haldane

(London: Hodderand Stoughton, 1968), esp. pp. 132, 159, 166, and 185. See
also Haldane'sobituaryin the Times(London)of December2, 1964.
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socialism.We need to begin, therefore,in the pre-Lysenkoperiod with a
brief history of the "social relationsof science"movement.2
SCIENCE,SOCIALISM,AND THE SOVIETUNION
Of the many British intellectuals attracted to Soviet Marxismin the
twenties and thirties, a remarkableproportion were scientists. More
than half the editorialboardof the Modem Quarterly,perhapsthe most
distinguished journal of Marxist thought in Britain, were scientists,
including such luminariesas Haldane,J. D. Bernal,P. M. S. Blackett,
and Joseph Needham. Of course, these scientists were motivated by
some of the same concerns that led so many nonscientificintellectuals
to embrace Soviet socialism. Yet they also had interests and attitudes
that set them apart from - and implicitly at least, in partialopposition
to - those of other Marxistintellectuals.
The concerns that dominate the writingsof other Marxistsof the era
appear only in passing in those of the scientists. Their interests were
primarilyin Marxismas a science, and as it applied to science. It was,
they generallybelieved, the first genuinely scientific theory of history.
J. G. Crowtherexpressed the feelings of many when he asserted,in his
1936 book, Soviet Science:
The social philosophy of Western Europe has roots deep in a pretechnologicalera. The social philosophyof Soviet Russia,dialectical
materialism, is founded on modern physical and biological investigations. Natural science is an organic part of Marx'sphilosophy.
2. GaryWerskeyrecentlypublisheda sympatheticstudy of the socialrelations
of science movement, The VisibleCollege: The CollectiveBiographyof British
ScientificSocialistsof the 1930s (New York:Holt, RinehartandWinston,1978).
His researchis summarizedin MartinGreen, "The Visible College in British
Science,"Amer.Schol. 4-7, (1977/78), 105-117. Also relevant,thoughits focus is
largely restrictedto the careerof J. D. Bemal, is HilaryRose and Steven Rose,
"The Two Bemals: A MarxistCritiqueof J. D. Bernaland the Social Functions
of ScienceMovement"FundamentalScientia,001.2 (1981) 267-286. C. P. Snow's
"Rutherfordand the Cavendish"in 7he BaldwinAge ed. John Raymond(London: Eyre and Spottiswode, 1960), pp. 235-248, remainsthe most important
first-handaccount of the movement, even though it is more narrowlyfocused
than the work of Werskeyand Green. Snow estimates that a poll of the two
hundredbrightestphysicistsunder the age of forty in 1936 would haverevealed
that "about five would have been Communists,ten fellow-travellers,fifty somewhere near the Blackettposition [noncommunist,but activistand fairlyfarleft],
a hundredpassivelysympatheticto the Left. The rest would havebeen politically
null, with perhapsfive (or possiblysix) odditieson the Right"(p. 248).
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Consequently,a social system establishedaccordingto the principles
of his philosophy must be founded on technology and science, and
the scientific mode of thought must permeate the intellectual activity of its governors.3
Moreover, Marxism'sscientificity derived from its dialectical "laws,"
whose ontological characterand relevance to the practice of natural
science these scientists took for granted. Some, therefore, tried consciously to guide their research by the precepts of dialectical materialism.
Their major concern, however, was not with Marxismas a guide to
scientific practice or to the history of science [even though some of
them had been first attracted to Marxism by the historical papers
presentedby the Russiandelegationto the 1931 InternationalCongress
on the History of Science and Technology, particularlyBoris Hessen's
"Social and Economic Roots of Newton's Principia."4 I their concern
was with the social relations of science - with the relationof scientists
to the mass public, the government, the schools and universities,the
other professions, and the culture in general.They believedthat culture
to be largely ignorant of, when not actually hostile to, the natural
scientific enterpriseand they aimedto changethings by reformingboth
science and society. In fact, they saw the reconstructionof science and
the scientific reconstructionof society as interdependenttasks. Science
they wished to rationalizeand to redirect,away from war especially;
and society they wished to reorganizein accord with scientific principles and in ways that would support further scientific progress.In
general,they thought no one more qualifiedfor the task of scientifically
reorganizingsociety than themselves.
Perhaps the most striking example of the scientism that pervades
their writingsis the final chapterof J. D. Bernal'sThe World,the Flesh
and the Devil, publishedin 1929, six years after he had joined the Communist Party. Bernaldescribeswith equanimity a world divided into a
small scientific elite, which does not just advise but which actually
constitutes the state, and a mass of humanity unawareeven that it is
being manipulated.It is a world, in Bernal'swords, "transformedinto
3. J. G. Crowther, Soviet Science (London: Kegan Paul, 1936), p. 14.
4. These papers were published as Science at the Cross Roads: Papers Pre-

sented to the InternationalCongressof the History of Science and Technology
held in London from June 20th to July 3rd by the Delegates of the U.S.S.R.
(London: Kniga, 1931).
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a human zoo, a zoo so intelligentlymanagedthat its inhabitantsare not
aware that they are there merely for the purposesof observationand
experiment."5
In important ways the attitudes of the scientific Marxistsof the
1920s and 1930s more closely resemblethose of the Fabiansand their
scientific predecessorsthan those of other Marxistintellectuals.They
were certainly the heirs of a long tradition of scientific resentment
against the preeminent position of men of letters in British culture.
Where an earlier generation had looked to Germany for its model of
state-science relations, this generationlooked to the Soviet Union. As
MartinGreen(following GrayWerskey)wrote:
Whatunited and energized this group of scientists was the example
offered by CommunistRussia,an example of monumentalplanning,
of industrialization from scratch, of scientism in education, of
nationalizedefficiency, of technocracy. Shaw, Wellsand the Webbs
all made trips to Russia in the 1920s, and the Webbssaid that the
USSR was a new civilization because of its unparalleleddevotion to
scientific method and discovery. The Communist Party in Great
Britain, as elsewhere, identified communism with the cause of
science. John Strachey, in his Marxistphase, spoke of communism
as "savingscience."6
Haldane, Bernal, Blackett, Needham, Lancelot Hogben, Julian
Huxley, and N. W. Pirie (among the more distinguishedleadersof the
movement) shared with both the Fabians and earlier generationsof
scientists a belief that scientistsdeservedhighersalaries,better facilities,
freedom to pursue the researchthat they thought important,and an
expanded role in developingsocial policy. These improvements,in turn,
depended upon a scientifically literate public. Some of the scientists
devoted considerable energy to writing books and articles for, and
lecturing to, a popularaudience.But they saw the heart of the problem
as the existing system of education that inculcated its pupils with
humanistic rather than scientific values and whose most respected
5. J. D. Bernal, The World,The F7eshand the Devil: An Enquiryinto the
Future of the ThreeEnemiesof the RationalSoul (Bloomington:IndianaUniversity Press, 1969; orig. ed., 1929), pp. 79-80. Bernalalso writes:"Ina SovietState
(not the state of the present,but one freedfrom the dangersof capitalistattack)
the scientific institutions would in fact graduallybecome the government"
(p. 78).
6. Green,"TheVisibleCollege,"p. 114.
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product was the man of letters. Twentieth-centuryscientists were no
more hostile than those of the nineteenth to "the preposterous and
disastrous tyranny of 'classical education," and no less determined
to replace it with a science-basedcurriculum.7 In 1916 H. G. Wells
addresseda Committee on the Neglect of Science chairedby his close
friend, the biologist E. Ray Lankester.Advocatinga greatly expanded
role for science in the schools, Wellssaid:
I think that we are all of us quite prepared-tostate what it is that we
propose to crowd out because it means crowdingout something in
order to get that scientific work in. We want the elementary Greek
that is done in schools, and which does not go on to a thorough
knowledge of Greek at all, taken out of the conception of a general
education. [Hear,hear] We also want to see time made for science
by the removal of artificial elaborationsof the teaching of Latin,
such as verse making. A third thing that can very well go is the
premature teaching of history to children whose political sense is
entirely undeveloped [Hear,hear] That is what we want.8
To which Lankesteradded:
The science which we aim at getting introduced further at the
schools, as has been explained by Mr. Wells and others, would be
part of the general education in those schools. We do not mean it
to be a mere fragment- an extra, as it were. We wish that natural
science shall be the staple subject of school examination, and that
classicallanguagesshall be additional to naturalscience, not natural
science additionalto classicallanguages.9
The demandsvoiced by Haldane,Hogben,and Bernalare remarkably
similarto those presentedearlierby Lankester,T. H. Huxley, Faraday,
Whewell,and Tyndall. The hope that science would replacethe humanities as the core of Britishculture remainedthe same for at least three

7. E. Ray Lankester,in Science and Education:A Collection of Lectures
Delivered Before the Royal Institution in 1854 (London: WilliamHeinemann,
1917; orig. ed., 1855), p. 6.
8. The Neglect of Science: Report of Proceedingsat a Conferenceheld in the
Rooms of the LinneanSociety, BurlingtonHouse, 3 May 1916 (London: Harrison, 1916), p. 24.
9. Ibid.,p. 33.
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generationsof scientists;what changedwas the appearanceof the Soviet
Union as a model with which Britishsociety could be contrasted.When
Bernal wrote in the first issue of the Modem Quarterly that "the
present situation, where a highly developed science stands almost
isolated from the traditional literary culture, is altogetheranomalous
and cannot last. No culture can stand indefinitely apart from the
dominating practical ideas of the time, without degenerating into
pedantic futility," he was only voicing, in relatively moderate terms,
sentimentsexpressedby many of his scientific predecessors.'0
Frustrationhad led some otherwiseconservativescientiststo support
a vigorous state role in promotingscientific interests,reformingeducation, building scientific facilities, and fundingresearch.The enthusiasm
of so many scientists (not all of them Marxists)for the Soviet Union
has to be seen in the context of a traditionin which scientistshad long
looked to the state as a potential ally in their struggle against the
schools, universities, and other institutions they thought responsible
for the neglect of science in Britain.
On the other hand, most scientists includingthose who were highly
sympathetic to the Soviet experiment,worriedabout the possiblelimits
on their freedom that might accompanya greatly expanded state role.
The extent to which this was a concernis indicatedby the riumberand
fervor of Bernal's assurances(most notably in the influential Social
Function of Science) that communistswere as solicitous as anyone else
of scientific freedom. "Any measuresaimed at givinggreaterassistance
and scope to researchmust be balanced against the possible risks of
restricting its freedom or limiting its imaginative possibilities" is a
typical passagefrom the Bernalof the 1930s."
Even if scientists remained concerned, the benefits that socialism
would bring to science appearedimmediateand real, the risks distant
and theoretical. During the 1920s the Soviet governmenthad substantially enlarged the resourcesavailableto science and to science education without major interference with those freedoms cherished by
Westernscientists. British scientists were frequentvisitorsto the Soviet
Union and although few stayed for an appreciablelength of time or
spoke the language(in contrast to the Americanscientific Marxistsof
the same period), they returned with rapturousreports of the state
10. J. D. Bernal,"The Social Function of Science,"Mod. Quart.1 (1938),
15-22;quotationon p. 18.
11. J. D. Bemnal,The Social Functionof Science (London:Routledge,1939),
p. 261.
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of science in the USSR.12 With the advent of the Great Depression,
the potential and highly theoretical costs of state action faded in
comparisonwith its immediateand certainbenefits.
It was not until the large scale break of 1929 to 1933, with its call
for elimination of "bourgeois specialists," that the costs of the close
links between science and the state first became apparent.About three
years after this campaign, the Great Purgesbegan. Ironically, two of
their most prominentvictims were Boris Hessen and Nikolai Bukharin,
whose work had done much to attract British scientists to Marxism.
Indeed, nearly all of the Soviet delegates to the Second International
Congressof the History of Science and Technology lost their lives in
the terror.
In biology, specifically, the situation began seriously to deteriorate
about 1935. The events of this period, culminating in the official
condemnation of genetics in 1948, have been chronicled in detail by
David Joravsky and Zhores Medvedev;here it is necessary only to
recount the most significant, and to indicate how these events were
perceived (or failed to be perceived) by British scientific Marxists.'3
The British, Marxistsand non-Marxistsalike, viewed these events not
as they appearedto the participants,but throughthe filter of intermittent and often unreliable reports transmitted to an almost entirely
non-Russian-speakingaudience. And for the scientific Marxists,there
was usually a further filtering as reportswere selectively perceivedand
interpreted in the light of preconceptions about the nature of Soviet
society, preconceptionswith which these reports were at such variance
as to present a stark choice between the conclusion that views deeply
held and acted upon were fundamentallyfalse or that the reportswere
in large part fabricatedby enemies of the Soviet Union. Most chose
the latter conclusion; and hence there was no real crisis among British
12. 1 know of nine Americanbiologists who worked in the Soviet Union
during the 1930s (H. J. Muller,Calvin Bridges,Percy Dawson, Daniel Raffel,
CarlosOfferman,Sidney Halperin,MarkGraubard,HorseleyGannt,and Bronson
Price); I believe all but Dawson were geneticists. Perhapstheir havingactually
lived in the Soviet Union accounts for the considerablymore criticalattitude of
Americanscientific socialiststowardStalinismin general,and towardLysenkoism
in particular.
13. David Joravsky,The LysenkoAffair (Cambridge,Mass.:HarvardUniversity Press,1970); ZhoresA. Medvedev,The Rise and Fall of T D. Lysenko(New
York: ColumbiaUniversityPress, 1969). For a shorter history see the chapter
"Genetics"in Loren R. Graham,Science and Philosophy in the Soviet Union
(New York: AlfredA. Knopf, 1972).
7
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scientific Marxistsuntil 1948, when the Soviets themselves officially
adopted as policy views hitherto characterizedas slanderson Soviet
society.
However, before considering the crisis generated in 1948, let us
briefly consider the situation in biology as it actually developedin the
Soviet Union and as it was perceived by the scientific socialists in
Britain between about 1935 and the famous meeting of the Academy
of AgriculturalSciences in the summerof 1948 at which genetics was
formallycondemned.
LYSENKOISMFROM 1935 TO 1948
By the mid-1930s Lysenko had won substantialsupport within the
Soviet bureaucracy,his increasinginfluence signaledby A. 1. Muralov's
replacementof Nikolai Vavilov as president of the Academy of Agricultural Sciences. In 1938 Lysenko himself assumed the presidency.
Two years later Vavilov was arrested and charged (in secret) with a
variety of political crimes includingsabotageand spying for England.'4
The Seventh InternationalCongressof Genetics had been scheduled
for Moscow in 1937. Because of the unsettled situationin biology, the
Soviets postponed the congress. Hoping to resolve the issues before a
world meeting took place, the Soviets held a conference of their own
in December 1936. By this time the issues had broadenedbeyond the
purely scientific; in particular,Lysenkohad begun to link his campaign
for a change in agriculturalpracticeto the chargethat classicalgenetics
was a "bourgeois science." Not surprisingly,the conference did not
resolve any of the central issues in dispute. Hence, when the congress
finally took place in Edinburghtwo years later, Soviet biologists were
barred by their government from attending (both Lysenkoists and
orthodox geneticists had been invited by the organizers).The Soviets
made a second attempt to achieve consensus in 1939; this conference
adopted a final report tilted strongly toward the Lysenkoist positions.
Thus the situation remained - with orthodox geneticists allowed to
continue teaching and publishing(except in the area of human genetics), while Lysenkoistsgained strength in the scientific academiesand
in secondaryand agriculturalschools - until the summerof 1948.
The year of the firstMoscowconferencealso witnessedthe beginning
of the purgesand, specifically, the arrestsof three prominentbiologists
14. My summaryof events within the Soviet Union largely follows the account of Joravsky.
8
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or theorists of biology: Israel Agol, Max Levin, and Solomon Levit.
(Joravskyestimatesthat at least twenty-two geneticistsor philosophical
defenders of genetics were victims of the terror. If one adds to those
groups non-Lysenkoistbiologists and agriculturalspecialists, a total of
seventy-seven- about 5 percent of the total - appearto have suffered
repressionduring this period).'5 Levit headed the Institute of Medical
Genetics, the largestinstitute in the Soviet Union that was workingon
problemsof human heredity. In 1936 both Levit and his institute were
accused of fostering racism and fascism - a prelude to Levit's arrest
andthe disbandingof the institute. Althoughresearchin humangenetics
was not officially banned until 1948, the public associationof all work
on humanheredity (includingmedicalgenetics) with racismand fascism
had the same effect. With Levit'sarrestresearchon problemsof human
heredity came to a virtualhalt.
How much impact did the deterioratingsituation in biology have on
British scientific Marxists?The answer is, very little. The Communist
Party, and communist writersin general, took virtuallyno account of
the situation unfolding in the USSR. The eventsjust describedscarcely
affected their "line" on science, which increasinglydivergedfrom the
directionin which the Soviets were heading.Until 1948, the Communist
Party in Britainnever waveredfrom its position that communismwas
not only compatiblewith scientific freedom(understoodin the conventional sense), but the only system that could ensure it. Communist
writers of the twenties and the thirties recognized that many scientists, including those on the left, had doubts about the compatibility
of central planning and the freedom of scientific workers to pursue
researchof their own choosing. They repliedthat the freedom of scientific workersin Britainwas more theoreticalthan real,given the paucity
of opportunities to pursue researchat all (in 1939 Britishexpenditures
on science were approximately0.1 percent of the GNP) and the fact
that the kinds of opportunitiesavailablewere dictated in largepart by
the requirementsof profit and production for war.'6 But they almost
never presented the choice as between a science controlled in the interests of monopoly capital and a science controlled in the interests of
public good. Rather,they insisted that the progressof science depended
upon genuine freedom of research.The ideal, Bernal wrote, was "to
15. Joravsky,TheLysenkoAffair, p. 116.
16. Figuresfor science expenditureas a percentageof the GNPin the United
States, Britain,and the Soviet Union may be found in Rose and Rose, "TheTwo
Bernals."
9
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allow the same freedom to the scientist of staking his claim as still
belongs to the prospector."''7 And he maintained:"The primarycondition is that any researchfor which there was a demandfrom inside or
outside science should be not only permitted, but also aided. Though
this might seem likely to lead to great wastage of time and money,
that waste would be only apparent, for one or two really fruitful
advancesmade in this way would more than compensatefor the wasted
work of a dozen others."18 The possibilityof the state's direct intervention to settle a scientific controversy, a dispute over theory, was not
even contemplated.
The attacks on genetics in the Soviet Union were generallyignored
or characterizedas a sign of healthy controversy.In the few instances
where repressionwas admitted, its degree was said to be wildly exaggerated in the Western press, with the state of genetics in Britain
asserted to be considerablymore depressed.Haldane'sstatement is an
example: "In view of the decreasingsupport given to this branchof
biology in England, it is probable that, in spite of the dismissalof
several Russianworkersduring the last year [1939], the prospects for
genetical researchare considerablybetter in the Soviet Union than in
the British Empire."'9 Joseph Needham made several similar statements duringthe late 1930s and early 1940s.20
17. Bernal,TheSocial Functionof Science, p. 277.
18. Ibid., pp. 227-228. He also assertedthat "the very essence of science is
the spirit of free inquiry" (p. 470) and that "at all costs science must be prevented from becoming a hierarchicorthodoxy; it must be able and willing to
defend its theses against all comers, and it should not exclude but encourage
critics of all kinds however unbalancedor irrationalthey may appearto be"
(p. 278). The 1947 statement of the Associationof Scientific Workers,whose
presidentwas P. M. S. Blackett,drew heavilyon TheSocial Functionof Science:
"It has never been part of the policy of the Associationeither to restrict the
freedomof the individualscientist in any way or to suggestany limitationto the
development of fundamentalscience either absolutely or relativelyto that of
applied science" (from the statement "Freedomand Organizationin Science,"
1947). MichaelPolanyi perceptivelynoted at the time that Bernalwas "trying
to win the supportalso of non-socialists,mainlyby emphasizingthat no restriction of the freedomof science is intended."MichaelPolanyi,"Rightsand Duties
of Science," Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies (October 1939),

175-193;quotationon p. 175.
19. J. B. S. Haldane,"A Note on Geneticsin the U.S.S.R.,"Mod. Quart.,1
(1938), 393-394;quotationon p. 394.
20. For example, in "Genetics in the U.S.S.R.," Mod. Quart., 1 (1938),
370-371 (signed "Helix" and "Helianthus");"BiologicalResearchin the Soviet
Union," in Science in Soviet Russia,ed. Joseph Needhamand Jane Sykes Davis
10
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In general, the scientific socialists ignored most of the reports
published in the Westernpressand relatedby visitors returnedfrom the
Soviet Union or, where such reports could not be entirely discounted,
assumed that they grossly distorted the reality. This was not difficult,
given their generalignoranceof the Russianlanguageand lack of prolonged contact with the country, along with the existence of genuine
evidence for the continued teaching of, and research in, orthodox
genetics during this period. In their failure to see clearly the situation
in the Soviet Union, the scientific socialists were no different than
many of their nonscientificcolleaguesor, more significantly,than those
who minimized or disdained the significance of other equally well
documented facts. Selective exposure and perception are distressingly
common frailties. Many socialists managednot to see what, to others
at the time and to everyone with hindsight, was obviously there; but
they were hardly alone in this kind of self-deception.To cite only the
most obvious example: there was also general reluctanceto accept the
numerous well-documented reports of the destruction of European
Jewry during roughly this same decade.21 With this proviso in mind,
let us turn to the specific factors that led so many scientific socialists
of the 1930s and 1940s to ignore some events and to interpret those
that could not be ignored in such a way as to make them consistent
with an idealizedconception of Soviet society.
The familiarityof the scientific socialists with the Russianlanguage
and with Russiansociety was remarkablyslight. Unlike their American
counterparts- some of whom went to help "build socialism"in the
1930s, encountered the terrorof 1936-1939, and returneddisillusioned
(with the Soviet Union, not necessarily with Marxism)- the British
had no real experience of life in the USSR. Like the Webbsand other
Fabians, they made visits of at most a few days or weeks. Their Soviet
Union was an imaginarycountry, one reflecting their own most ardent
hopes but little of a reality with which they had virtually no contact.
Moreover,it was possible to point to evidence of genuine genetics
teaching and researchin the Soviet Union. Muchis made in communist
writingsof this period of the fact that standardtextbooks were used in
(London: Watts, 1942), pp. 24-28; and "Biological Science in the U.S.S.R.,"
Nature, 148 (1941), 362-363. It should be noted, however,that Needhamconsistentlyexpressedskepticismof Lysenko'sscientificclaims.
21. See Walter Laqueur, The Terrible Secret: An Investigation into the

Suppressionof Informationabout Hitler's 'FinalSolution' (London: Weidenfeld
and Nicolson, 1980).
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university courses and that conventional articles continued to appear
in Soviet journals. Indeed, many nonsympathizerswere impressedby
evidence for the continued vitality of genetics in the Soviet Union and
characterizedreports in the popular press as unduly alarmist.22These
judgments reflect a reasonable (if overoptimistic) assessment of the
situation after 1936, in which Lysenkoistsand geneticistsstruggledfor
control of the universities,scientific institutes, agriculturalschools, and
journals, with each group entrenched in certain areas. David Joravsky
has summarizedthe situation as follows:
In short, therewas a compromiseddeadlock,with science entrenched
in academicinstitutionsof higherlearningand aggressiveLysenkoism
trying to expand from its agriculturalbase. The long run seemed to
favor the Lysenkoites, for biological education was severely mutilated. In secondary schools it became a mixture of naturalhistory,
old-fashioned Darwinism,and meaninglesschatter about Michurinism. In higher education everything depended on the balance of
forces at particularinstitutions, with Lysenkoites tending to win in
the agriculturalsector and scientists tending to hold their own in
the academic.23
If there was indeed evidence for the continued vitality of genetics
in the Soviet Union, there was also evidenceof seriousproblems- one
of which was the suppressionof human genetics after 1936. 1 know
of not a single instance where this suppressionwas recognized. I am
inclined to believe that the facts were not known, not througha willful
refusal to know (since critics of Soviet society do not seem to have
been aware of this situation either), but because Britishscientists did
not - in fact, could not - follow events in a way that would have
alerted them to an informal change in policy. Once again, their lack
of Russian probably saved them from learning unpleasant facts. In
particular,it is hard to believe that Haldane,who as we shall see never
waveredin his commitmentnot only to humangeneticsbut to eugenics,
would have joined the CommunistParty in 1942 had he believed that
researchon problemsof humanheredity had been halted.
Other events were official and public, the focus of much critical
22. For example, Eric Ashby, Scientist in Russia (London: Penguin,1947)
and P. S. Hudson and R. H. Richens, The New Geneticsin the Soviet Union
(Cambridge:ImperialBureauof PlantBreedingand Genetics,1946).
23. Joravsky, The Lysenko Affair, pp. 110-111.
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attention, and hence necessarilyknown to the scientific socialists.The
cancellation of the genetics congress scheduled for 1937, the refusal
of the Soviets to allow their scientists to attend the 1939 congress(in
spite of a plea directed to Maisky, the Soviet ambassadorto Britain,
signed by eight prominent geneticists including Haldane),the forcible
repatriationof Peter Kapitsa,the unexplaineddisappearancesof several
prominent scientists includingVavilov, and the purge trials (especially
that of Bukharin),were hardly events that scientists could ignore. And
as far as I can determine, none of the prominent scientific socialists
believed that Hessen or Bukharinwas guilty of political crimes. They
must, then, have had doubts about the truth of the chargesin other
cases as well.
They also realizedthat Vavilov,personallyknown to many of them,
was at the very least in gravedifficulties; after about 1945, it was hard
to escape the conclusion that he was dead. It was perhapsreasonable
to discount the reports of his death that begancirculatingshortly after
he dropped from sight in 1940, since earliersuch reports had brought
indignant denials from Vavilov himself. But in response to rumors
surroundinghis disappearance,the Royal Society had elected Vavilov
to foreign membershipin 1942, hoping that the attendant publicity
would save his life. The election was neveracknowledgedand the Royal
Society made repeated efforts over a period of years, through both
formal and informal channels, to ascertainhis fate. No reply was ever
made to any of the inquiriesaddressedto Soviet officials, who in 1945
eliminated Vavilov'sname from the list of livingand recently deceased
membersof the Academy of Sciences.
Hence by about 1945 the facts of Vavilov'sarrestand subsequent
death, thougb not the specific circumstances under which they occurred, were known to the British scientific community. Vavilov's
disappearancewas naturally a source of acute embarrassment,and
apparentlygenuine concern, to the communistsamong them. Whatever
they may have thought privately about the nature and circumstances
of Vaviov's disappearance,the scientific Marxistsdid not acknowledge
it publicly until 1948, when the endorsement of Lysenko'sviews by
the Central Committee of the Communist Party focused tremendous
publicity on the situation in Soviet genetics and thereby resurrected
the issue of Vavilov's death. In November 1948 Haldane agreed to
participate in a BBC "debate" (all four participants recorded their
contributions separately) on the Lysenko controversy. He would
certainly have expected Vavilov's disappearanceto be made an issue
(it was). At the end of his speech Haldanetold his audience:"You may
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have been told that Vavilov, a famous Russianplant breeder,died in
prison. His researchstation outside Leningradbecame a battlefield in
1941, and according to a very anti-Lysenkoarticle in the Journal of
Heredity he appears to have died at Magadanin the Arctic in 1942
while breedingfrost-resistantplants."24
Haldanemust have assumed apparentlywith reason,since no one
the
time noticed his legerdemain- that only a few membersof his
at
radio audience read the Journal of Heredity (publishedin the United
States) and that those who did would not identify the articlecited. The
only persons whose suspicionswere likely to be arousedby Haldane's
remarks(scientists such as Theodosious Dobzhansky, author of the
article, or H. J. Muller)were in Americaand did not hear the broadcast.
It is worth quoting in full the passage in Dobzhansky'sarticle from
which Haldaneclaimedto have obtainedhis information:
After the 1939 Genetics Conference, a shroud of silence envelops
Vavilov. The closing chapter can be reconstructedonly from unofficial, fragmentary,but apparently reliableinformation.Vavilov was
arrested,probably in 1940. Partof the time duringthe winter 19411942, he was a prisonerin a concentrationcamp at Saratov(ironiccally, it was at the Universityof Saratovthat he held his first post
underthe new revolutionaryregime),and whence he was transported
to Siberia. His destination was Magadan,on the Sea of Okhotsk,
the capital of a rich gold-bearingregion, but a place of sinister
reputation, because of its deadly climate and even worse because
it was built and operated by forced labor. Accordingto some information, Vaviov was put to work on breedingvarietiesof vegetables
capable of growingin Magadan'sclimate, but this informationis not
certain. The release, through death, probablycame in late 1942. No
mention of N. I. Vavilov's name can be found in the list of living
and recently deceased members published by the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR in connection with its 200-years jubilee
celebratedin 1945.25
It is obvious that Haldaneknew, at the time he denied it, that Vavilov
had been arrested and had died in custody. He would also have been
24. 3. B. S. Haldane,contributionto "The LysenkoControversy:four scientists give theirpoints of view",Listener,30 (1948), 873-875; quotationon p. 875.
25. Theodosius Dobzhansky, "N. I. Vavilov, A Martyrof Genetics, 18871942,"J. Hered.,38 (1947), 227-232;quotationon p. 232.
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aware of the arrests,trials, and sometimes unexplaineddisappearances
of other scientists and historians and philosophers of science. But if
Haldane and the other scientific socialists were troubled by these
occurrences,they also believed them to be exceptional. That there were
labor camps they must have known; the characterand extent of these
installations they certainly did not. And what they did know they
would not publicly admit, for fear of aiding the forces of reaction.
The Soviet Union, for all its problematic aspects, remainedfor them
the one hope for the world and, in particular,the one genuinecounterweight to fascism. In the context of the world situation of the time,
criticism of the Soviet Union appeared a luxury that could not be
afforded.
H. J. Muller was probably the foreign scientist most aware of the
true situation in the Soviet Union, having lived in the Soviet Union
from 1933 to 1937 and having worked closely with a number of the
geneticists who became targets of Lysenkoist attack. Disillusionedby
his experiences,Mullermanagedto leave the Soviet Union by volunteering to serve with a medicalunit in Spain. Ultimately,he was to become
one of the most vigorous of Lysenko's critics in the West, but in the
late 1930s even he did not want to criticize the Soviets publicly. This
reluctance reflected in part his anxiety about possible consequences
for his Soviet colleagues, most of whom (particularlyVavilov) were
alreadyin precariouspositions. It reflected in part his desire not to be
seen as an enemy of the Soviet Union, who would then lose all chance
of influencing progressivescientists. But it also reflected his genuine
desire not to be an enemy of the Soviet Union. In a numberof letters
of that period, especially to his closest confidant, Julian Huxley, he
agonized over the correct course of action. In March1937 he confided:
I have been asked to write private letters to my geneticist friends
abroad, telling them that things are going well again for genetics in
U.S.S.R. & asking them to use their influence with the internat'l
committee, to have the congress held there . . . While I will not do

that, neither will I do the opposite - tell the truth to the world
about the situation there. It would be too damagingto the opinion
of scientists about the U.S.S.R.
[I do not want to become an agent of anti-Soviet-propaganda.
While
what I have told you are only facts, they cannot be appraisedwithout taking them in connection with favorable facts concerningthe
U.S.S.R. and its system. I know you are familiarwith these, & so I
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can tell you the above facts, but the mass of people can hardly see
two facts at a time & so these facts might have a dangerouseffect
on them. When they are finally given out it must be in just the right
setting] .
At least, while I work for them, I am bound not to do that, for it
would be regardedas traitorous. It could, moreover,be traced. So
I must deliver all this to you . .. with the understandingthat it is
not to become in any sense public information.Haldane,especially,
must not be informed - not now, anyway - for I judge from the
tone & content of his letters to me that he is at present havinghis
political opinions impressedupon him with a rubberstamp(greatly
as I admirehis intellect and person), and could be influencedin the
reversedirection from that which I intended. He would think I had
gone over to the conservativeor Fascist camp, which is the very
impressionI am trying to disprove.26
Muller never did try to influence Haldane'sthinking; by the time
Muller felt able to criticize Soviet policy to other than very close
friends, Haldane had become deeply and publicly committed to the
Soviet cause. WhetherMuller'sintervention in the late thirties would
have made any difference is impossible to say. It does seem reasonable
to assume that Haldane would not have joined the CommunistParty
in 1942 if he had had any real understandingof the situation in the
Soviet Union in general and in genetics in particular. Indeed, had
Haldane been aware of the precariousposition of genetics, he would
not have been taken by surprise- as his correspondenceclearly indicates he was - by the events of August 1948.
It seems likely that even the party leadershipwas not fully aware
of the situation in science. Otherwise, how can one explain their
promotion of a line that had to be precipitouslyabandonedafter the
conference of August 1948? As we saw earlier,chargesof unwarranted
state intervention in Soviet science had consistently been met by the
British Communist Party with counterchargesabout the situation in
Britain, rather than with a defense citing a legitimate state role in the
settling of scientific disputes. Until 1948 the party neverwaveredfrom
its position that there existed a single world science, that the state
26. H. J. Mullerto JulianHuxley,March9, 1937 (Mullercollection).Material
and appearsat the end of
in bracketsis an addendumto the precedingparagraph
the letter.
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ought not to meddle in it, that reports of such meddlingby the Soviet
state were fabricated - or at least greatly exaggerated- by elements
hostile to it, and that scientific freedom was seriously threatened in
Britain,as it would be in any society where science servedthe interests
of monopoly capital. The situation in the Soviet Union might not be
perfect, party spokemen occasionally conceded, but the condition of
science at home was far worse.
The party's consistent and frequentreiterationsof this theme would
return to haunt it in 1948, when genetics was formally condemned
as a bourgeois science, the research institutes dissolved, their staffs
dismissed, standard textbooks removed from the schools, and further
publication in genetics banned. For while the party had alwaysinsisted
that communism could only enhance scientific freedom, it now was
obliged to maintain that scientific freedom was no more than a bourgeois ideal.
Such a dramatic reversal of long-standingpolicy was not accomplished easily. Let us turn our attention to the struggle that ensued,
within the party and between the party and its external critics, when
the situation in Soviet science could no longer be misinterpretedand
the policy of the BritishCommunistParty had to be broughtinto conformity with that of the Soviet Union.
THE PARTY AND THE PUBLIC:1948-1950
The struggle between the party and its critics in Britain was very
largely a struggle over which issues would be joined. In this contest
Lysenko's critics focused on his nonscientific claims, particularlyhis
denial of the universalityof science, and the methods by which his
views had triumphed,while his defendersemphasizedthe substanceof
his scientific claims. This may appearodd, given the bizarrecharacter
of some of Lysenko's scientific views; but it was possible to present
them in such a way as to seem reasonableto many non-Marxists.And
the focus on Lysenko's scientific methods served to draw attention
from the other aspects of the issue which, in light of the party's frequently reiterated commitment to the ideals of world science and
virtually unrestrictedfreedom for scientists, were acutely embarrassing.
Given its past history, which in turn reflected the party's understanding of what would appeal to scientists, the rational course after
1948 was evasion whenever possible. Its insistence that communism
would enlarge, rather than restrict, scientific freedom was the sine
qua non of its campaignto attract scientists to Soviet-style socialism.
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Although Bernaltriedto put the best face on it, arguingthat the policies
adopted in August 1948 were requiredby a society that took its science
seriously, few persons outside or within the party - and probably no
scientists were attracted to the position that the state should play a
direct role in settling scientific controversies.In fact, the only person
who could be found in full support of this view was the non-Marxist
George BernardShaw. In a widely advertisedand much-quotedarticle
in the LabourMonthly, Shaw insisted that the "determinism"inherent
in Darwinism"is a doctrine that no State can tolerate, least of all a
Socialist State, in which every citizen shall aim at alteringcircumstances
for the better purposely and conscientiously."27 Commentingon the
resignationof Sir Henry Dale from the Soviet Academy of Sciencesin
protest of the decrees of August 1948, he remarkedthat the realissue
is between the claim of the scientific professions to be exempted
from all legal restraintin the pursuit of knowledge,and the duty of
the State to control it in the generalinterest as it controls all other
pursuits. To my old question "May you boil your mother to ascertain at what temperaturea maturewoman will die?" the police have
a decisive counter in the gallows. To Lysenko'squestion "Can the
State tolerate a doctrine that makes every citizen the irresponsible
agent of inevitable NaturalSelection?" the reply is a short No. The
Yes implied by Sir Henry Dale's resignationis a hangoverfrom the
faith of Adam Smith, who believed that God interferescontinually
in human affairs,overrulingthem to a divinepurposeno matterhow
selfishly they are conducted by their human agents. Experiencehas
not borne this faith out. Laissez-faireis dead. Sir Henryshould think
this out.28
The glee with which so many of Lysenko's critics read Shaw's contribution to the debate is evidence for the rationality of the party's
approach of "the-less-said-the-better."Its strategy of silence was
repeatedly attacked by the party's critics, who maintained that the
issue was not the validity of Lysenko'sscientific claims, but the ways
in which they were imposed and the "two-camps"philosophy that
accompaniedand justified them. Julian Huxley, in his influentialbook
Soviet Genetics and World Science, asserted that "it is subsidiary
27. George Bernard Shaw, "The Lysenko Muddle," Labour Monthly, 31
(1949), 18-20; quotation on p. 18.
28. Ibid., p. 20.
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whether or not Lysenko's claims to have made certain new discoveries are substantiated and whether his theories are partly or wholly
sound."29 John Langdon-Davies,in an oft-quoted book that was primarily a critique of Haldane'srole, insisted: "WhatLysenkosays about
the changing of heredity is not the essential thing. The essential thing
is the relationshipbetween the State and scientific research."30 But
these and many similarpleas, provocations,and taunts could not move
the party or its apologists to speak to those issues. It stuck doggedly
to the subject of heredity.
In addition to the desire to avoid nonscientific subjects that were
unpopularand only served to call attention to the party'sabruptreversals, there was a positive element in its emphasison Lysenko'sscientific
claims. The most obvious is that they were difficult for the public to
evaluate. When Haldanedescribedexperimentsostensibly supportiveof
Lysenko's claims, who were the readersof the Daily Worker,or those
who listened to the BBC's broadcast on Lysenko, to say otherwise?
When he invoked the work of Gregory on vernalization,Gustaffson
on mutations, or Daniel and L'Heritieron grafting as experimental
confirmations of some of Lysenko's theories, he sounded convincing
even though few of those he cited could have been pleasedwith the use
he made of their work (Gustaffsonwas probablythe most impassioned
of Lysenko's critics in Sweden, and Gregorywrote to Haldaneprotesting that what his work on vernalizationreallyshowed was that Lysenko
talked mostly nonsense).31
The evidence presented by Haldane and others, however, was supportive of a viewpoint with which large segments of the public were in
sympathy. Whetheror not there is a bias in theoreticalMarxismtoward
a "plastic"genetics, rank-and-fileMarxistscertainly preferredthe view
that heredity can be directly manipulatedto the view that the genome
is relatively stable, relatively imperviousto the environment.Haldane
himself (along with Mullerin the United States and Filipchenkoin the
Soviet Union) was hostile to "Lamarckism,"arguingthat if heredity
were directly alterable by the environment, those groups, races, and
classes that lived in deficient environmentswould be geneticallylamed.
29. Julian Huxley, Soviet Genetics and World Science: Lysenko and the

Meaningof Heredity(London:Chattoand Windus,1949), p. 35.
30. John Langdon-Davies,Russia Puts the Clock Back: A Study of Soviet
Scienceand Some BritishScientists(London:Victor Gollancz,1949), p. 119.
31. Ake Gustafsson to H. J. Muller,January26, 1949 (Mullercollection);
F. G. Gregoryto J. B. S. Haldane,August21, 1947. (HaldanePapers).
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As he wrote in response to one right-wingLamarckianand eugenicist:
Reactionarybiologists, such as ProfessorMacBride,who thinks that
the unemployed should be sterilized,naturallyuse the theory of the
transmissionof acquiredhabits for political ends. It is silly, they say,
to expect the children of manualworkersto take up book-learning,
or those of long-oppressedraces to govern themselves.Laboratory
experimentsagree with social experience in provingthat this theory
is false.32
(However, Haldane himself denied that the rejection of so-called
Lamarckismimplied a relatively stable, nonmanipulableheredity, insisting not only on the importanceof mutation - "if they [genes] were
unchangeable,I, as a Marxist could not believe in them" - and our
ability to increaseits rate, but also, more significantly,its direction).33
In any case, one would have to be very careful in generalizingfrom
the views of professional geneticists such as Haldane, Muller, and
Filipchenko who, by virtue of their work, had to face facts (or at least
what were acceptedas facts by their peers) to the views of rank-and-file
Marxists. It would be surprisingif Marxistgeneticists did not reject
32. J. B. S. Haldane,"Heredity:Some Fallacies,"in Science and Everyday
Life (London:Lawrenceand Wishart,1939). See also his articles"TheInheritance
of AcquiredCharacters",Nature, 130 (1932), 20 and "Domestic Animalsand
Evolution,"Daily Worker(London), October6, 1948, p. 4. Muller'sviews were
succinctly stated in his resignationfrom the Soviet Academyof Sciences:"Faith
in the inheritanceof acquiredcharactersmust lead inevitably ... to the same
dangerousFascistic conclusion as that of the Nazis: that the economicallyless
advancedpeoples and classesof the world have become actuallyinferiorin their
heredity" (reprintedin Science, 108 [1948], 436). Filipchenko'sviews are discussed in A. E. Gaissinovitch,"The Originsof Soviet Geneticsand the Struggle
with Lamarckism,1922-1929,"J. Hist.Biol., 13 (1980), 1-51, esp. p. 21.
The earliest use of this argumentof which I am awareoccurs in ArthurM.
Lewis, Evolution Social and Organic(Chicago:C. H. Kerr, 1908). Lewiswrites:
"If it were true that the terribleresultsof the degradingconditionsforcedupon
the dwellersin the slumswere transmittedto their childrenby heredity,until in
a few generationsthey became fixed characters,the hope of Socialistsfor a regenerated society would be much more difficult to realize. In that case those
unfortunatecreatureswould continue to act in the same discouragingway for
severalgenerations,no matter how their environmenthad been transformedby
the corporateaction of society. Thismuchat any rateWeismannhasdone for us,
he has scientificallydestroyedthat lie" (pp. 78-79).
33. See his "In Defenseof Genetics",Mod. Quart.,4 (1949), 194-202;quotation on p. 200.
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Lamarckismand hence emphasizethe doctrine'spotentially reactionary
consequences. But there is reason to doubt that ordinaryMarxists(in
fact, ordinary people - nonprofessionals- in general) found this line
of argumentappealing.If one looks at the recordsof the debateswithin
the party resultingfrom the edicts of August 1948, the letters received
by Haldane during the same period, as well as correspondencein the
party press and in orthodox Marxistjournals, it seems clear that for
most people the Lamarckianview appeared the more optimistic. If
certain groups, races, or classes were indeed genetically disadvantaged,
this situation was remediable.
Prior to 1948, when the experts had been in apparent agreement
on the scientific issue, the party rank and file reconciled itself to the
unfortunatebut seeminglyundeniablegenetic facts of life. The reaction
that occurred when the first cracks appearedin what up until then had
been a united scientific front indicatesthat their acceptanceof orthodox
genetics had been a reluctant one. Naomi Mitchison, Haldane'ssister
and a biologist herself, spoke for many others when she wrote to her
brother expressing concern that the Lysenkoists were using the same
methods rightly condemnedin the Nazis, but noting that "on the scientific side [she] would be delighted, personally, to find that acquired
characteristicswere inherited, if only to some extent, because I was always sneakinglyon that side."34 It was to tap the residueof Lamarckist
sympathy that her comment reflected, as well as to avoid the embarrassingissues of Lysenko's two-campsphilosophy and his methods
of dealing with his scientific critics, that the Party focused its defense
on the scientific content of Lysenko'sviews.
THE DEBATEWITHINTHE PARTY: 1948-1950
The strategy that the party adopted vis-a-visits own internalcritics,
almost all of whom were scientists, was the reverse of that adopted
with respect to the public at large: it did not talk science to its own
scientists. The proceedingsof the Engels Society (the naturalscience
group of the BritishCommunistParty) indicate that the party hierarchy
and most of its scientists talked past one another in the same way as
did the party and its external critics, only in this case it was the scientists and not the party who emphasized Lysenko's scientific claims.
What they emphasized was their inadequacy - primarilythe scarcity
and unreliabilityof his data, the absurdity(and, equally objectionable,
34. Naomi HaldaneMitchisonto J. B. S. Haldane,December1, 1948 (HaldanePapers).
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the idealism) of his rejection of a materialbasis for the gene, his claim
that plants and animals never compete with their own kind, and his
distortions of the work of geneticists in the West. If one theme in
particularresounds through their protests, it is that geneticists simply
did not hold the views attributed to them by Lysenko - that he appeared entirely (and willfully) ignorant of all work since the time of
his bete noire, AugustWeismann,in the late nineteenthcentury.
Such arguments were unavailing, since the validity of Lysenko's
scientific views was not exactly of primeinterestto the party hierarchy.
J. D. Bernal made this clear when, at the majorconference called to
discuss the issues raised by Lysenko'sbiology, he asserted:"The first
and most important thing for us to rememberis that this controversy
is alreadypart of politics and is used today in this country as an auxiliary in the attack on the U.S.S.R. and in the drive to war."35 Even
more explicit were the remarksof the conference'schair, Emile Burns,
who ended the meeting with the following statement:
We meet here as communists. Hence we shall never tolerate any
expression hostile to the USSR. For we regardthe attitude to the
USSR as fundamental to loyalty to the party and to the working
class. We need political firmness,not to be stampededby the bourgeois criticismsof Soviet science.
Our approach to questions raisedby the Soviet Union is always to
seek to understandwhat is the basis of the Soviet standpoint- not
to take up an attitude that "we know best," but to take up an attitude of studying the conclusionsof the leadingcommunistauthority
in orderto understandthem.'
Hence virtually all of the party's biologists, including its eminent
geneticist Haldane, were forced to fight a war on two fronts: within
the party they denounced, and to the outside world they defended,
Lysenko'stheories.3
35. J. D. Bernal,remarksquoted in "TheSituationin the Scienceof Biology;
Report of a ConferenceCalled to Discussthe Issues Raisedby T. D. Lysenko's
Addresson Soviet Biology,"Trans.EngelsSoc. (April1949), 11.
36. EmileBurns,remarksquoted in Transactions,pp. 11-12.
37. AngusBatemanwas an active anti-Lysenkoistwithin the party(who also
wrote in defense of Lysenkofor non-partyaudiences).He consideredthat none
of the dozen or so party geneticists whom he knew at the time were genuine
Lysenkoists;even J. L. Fyfe, author of the partypamphlet"Lysenkowas Right"
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In Haldane'scase, however, both the defense and the critique were
somewhat limited. Haldane genuinely respected some of Lysenko's
work; this is clear from his argumentswithin the party wherehe went,
in his own words, "further in support of Lysenko than some of the
other comrades;"8 from letters to friendsand acquaintances,in which
he praisessome aspects of Lysenko'swork;and from his "self-obituary"
(recorded for the BBC after his operation for cancer), in which he
affirmed: "In my opinion, Lysenko is a very fine biologist and some
of his ideas are right."39 In his nonscientific articles of late 1948 to

1950 (and particularly in his Daily Workercolumns) Haldane went
considerably further in defense of Lysenko than he did in private.
There is no doubt that, for the public, he greatly exaggeratedwhat
merits he found in Lysenko's work. Even so, his defense was always
limited to a few issues, and even these were hedged with qualifications
and reservations. Ultimately it became impossible to maintain this
restricted defense of Lysenkoism, given the party's increasinglyrigid
line. The distance between Haldane and party officials grew to the
point that the Daily Worker,on whose editorial board he was serving
as chair, published an uncompromisingly Lysenkoist "Educational
Commentary"without his knowledge. Shortly thereafter he resigned
from the party.
HavingsummarizedHaldane'scareeras the party'sleadingspokesman
on science, an involvement that came quietly to an end in 1950, we
turn now to the actual content of his defense of Lysenko.40

and whose defenses of Lysenko were particularly uncompromising, was in practice
an orthodox Mendelist-Morganist plant breeder (letter of Angus Bateman to the
author, November 17, 1980). Following the decision to ban "formal" genetics in
the Soviet Union, Fyfe wrote that "we are forced, if we are still capable of facing
facts, to conclude that this was an outstanding example of democracy in science."
J. L. Fyfe, "The Situation in Biological Science I," Mod. Quart., 4 (1949), 291295; quotation on p. 294.
38. J. B. S. Haldane, remarks quoted in Transactions, p. 9.
39. "J. B. S. Haldane's self-obituary," recorded at University College, London,
on February 20 and televised on BBC-2 after his death on December 1, 1964.
Published in Listener, December 10, 1964, pp. 934-935; quotation on p. 935.
Also important is an eight-page letter to M. Teich (undated, but replying to
Teich's letter of October 3, 1948). It is difficult to know, however, whether this
very detailed letter, which expresses considerable sympathy for some of Lysenko's
scientific ideas (although characterizing them as greatly exaggerated), is an indication of Haldane's genuine beliefs or the strength of his loyalty to the party.
40. Haldane had earlier threatened to resign from the Engels Society in protest to a statement drafted on behalf of the group by Alan Morton. (It was not
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HALDANEAND THE SCIENTIFICDEFENSEOF LYSENKOISM
It appearsthat Haldanewas taken largelyunawaresby the events of
August 1948. He was therefore in no position to respond when, news
of the academy'sdecisions having traveledto England,he was besieged
with requests for public statements and for private advice. As the
party's scientific authority - and a geneticist to boot - his opinion
was solicited by scientific colleagues inside and outside the party, by
newspaperreporters,by friends, and by troubled readersof his weekly
Daily Workercolumns and many popular books on science. They all
asked essentially one question: how could he reconcile support of the
academy's decrees of August 1948 with the views he had previously
expressedand which informedhis own work?
Haldane took a very long time answering,maintainingthat until a
translation of the full proceedingsof the session of the Academy of
Science that had officially adopted Lysenko'sviews became available,
make up their minds. This
he would not - and others should not
was clearly only a way to buy time; for Lysenko's full report, a summary of the debates, and all of the decrees were almost immediately
available in English. When his answer did come, it was indirect, but
clear enough from what he said and refusedto say on Lysenko'sbehalf.
Haldane could not reconcile Lysenko's methods of dealing with his
critics or his two-camps philosophy with his own thinking, so he
simply ignored them; he emphasized instead what he claimed were
Lysenko'spracticalachievementson the collective farms, and what he
alleged was the rationalcore at the heart of Lysenko'sadmittedlycrude
and exaggeratedscientific theories.
He defended his claim that, from a practicalstandpoint, Lysenkoism
was a great success by noting that any other conclusion was incompatible with *theassumption that the Soviet regime was rational. He
assumed, probably correctly, that communists and noncommunists
alike would find it hard to believe that the Soviet regimewould support
Lysenko if his policies had been practicalfailures.As Haldanesaid in
his BBC broadcast:"Lysenko says that these transformedwheats have
proved useful in cold parts of Siberia.I find it very hardto believe that
adopted.) Haldaneto MauriceCornforth,November20, 1948 (HaldanePapers);
also Cornforthto Bernal,January7, 1949, expressingrelief that Haldanehad
after all paid his dues at the previousmeeting (Bernalcollection). Haldanehad
also apparentlythreatenedat least once to resignfrom the partyovera nonscientifilc issue. See Clark, J. B.S., pp. 171-172.
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the Soviet Governmentwould back him were this false. Wemay not like
this Government,but after their achievementsin the war we reallycannot say that they are idle theorists uninterestedin practicalresults."'41
He was able to bolster this argumentwith quotes from a number of
Lysenko's scientific critics who conceded his practicalefficacy. For in
asserting that Lysenko had greatly boosted the productivity of Soviet
agriculture, Haldane claimed no more than some prominent antiLysenkoists;only they believed that the successeswere achievedin spite
of, ratherthan as a resultof, Lysenko'stheories. Eric Ashby, for example, a respectedgeneticist who had lived in the Soviet Union and visited
Lysenko's institute on several occasions, wrote that "his scientific
theories may be rubbish,but his practicalideals do in fact work; it is
what Lysenko does on the farm, not what he says in the Academy,
which matters to the Soviet Government."42 Haldane was fond of
quoting the second half of Ashby's remark,for although he knew that
the practicalsuccess of a theory does not guaranteeits truth, it certainly
providesa better argumentfor it than failure.
It was not, however, an argumentthat Haldanehimself believed. His
comments during the Engels Society debates make that plain. He did
not even go as far as Ashby and other critics; for while they tended to
ascribe Lysenko's apparent successes to the vernalizationtechniques
he had popularized,and/or to his appealto peasantsotherwiseinclined
to sabotage Soviet policy, Haldanedoubted that the progressof Soviet
agriculturewas importantly related to anything Lysenko had done. He
assumed that the primary factor was the new system of collective
farming.43Hence, when Haldaneasserted(or more commonly, implied)
that the productivityof Soviet agriculturevalidatedsome of Lysenko's
theoretical claims, he was simply using any stick with which to beat the
dog.
This is also largely true of his defense of the concept of inheritance
of acquired characteristics.Until late 1948 Haldane had been a consistent opponent of Lamarckianideas, stressing particularlywhat he
saw as their reactionaryimplications. From the early thirties to the
1948 congress, Haldanehad been careful to distinguishLysenko'swork
on vernalizationand the theories of heredity that Lysenkohad derived
fromit. As late as 1947, in an articlelaudatoryof Lysenko'sagricultural
41. Haldane,contributionto "The LysenkoControversy,"p. 875.
42. Eric Ashby, "Science without Freedom?"Listener, November4, 1948,
p. 678. See also his Scientist in Russia.
43. Haldane,Transactions, pp. 8-9.
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techniques, Haldane remarked,"I don't agree with his views on heredity."44 After the events of August 1948, however, Haldanebegan to
arguethat there might after all be somethingto Lamarckianinheritance,
at least with regardto plants and animals. (He never wavered in his
objections to the possibility of Lamarckianinheritancein man.) For
example, in one of his Daily Workerarticles Haldanereportedon an
experiment conducted by his colleague L. S. Penrose. Penrose had
discovered that if mice from a healthy line were suckled by foster
mothers from a line with a high incidence of breast cancer, they were
likely to develop cancer themselves. Haldane remarked that these
experiments reminded him of Michurin'sclaims "to have produced
changes in plants by graftingwhich gave rise to similarchangesin later
generations."45Of course, he continued, it is much more difficult to
graft animals than plants, but the Penrose experiments did suggest a
way to apply the Michurinistmethods of vegetative hybridizationto
animals.You may not be able to graft one bit of a cow onto another,
but you can give calves from a low-milk-yieldbreed milk from a highyield breed. He concluded:
It would at least be worth tryingwhetherdesirablecharactersin the
mammarygland can be "inherited"in this way in cows, as bad ones
certainlycan in mice.
At any rate his work shows that we have got to take broaderviews
on the questions of heredity.
This does not mean that we have to swallow the Michurinline whole.
It does mean that we have to start thinkingalone lines suggestedby
him and other workersin the Soviet Union.46
There are at least two notable aspects of this argument.The first is
the spuriousanalogy between the transmissionof cancer throughmilk
in mice and the transmissionof high milk yield through milk in cows,
given the radically different physiological processes in the two cases.
Had Haldane chosen, for example, susceptibility to disease in cows as
the focus of the experiment, his suggestionwould have been somewhat
more reasonable.It might also have been reasonableto suggestthat the
44. J. B. S. Haldane, "How Heat Upset the Barley," Daily Worker(London),
August 11, 1947,p.4.
45. J. B. S. Haldane, "Can You Inherit Cancer?" Daily Worker (London),
January 17, 1949, p. 2.
46. Ibid.
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quality of mother's milk has some effect on the growth rate of the calf,
but this would have provided no support for Michurinism.Haldane's
argumentinvolves the homeopathic fallacy; he is apparentlyassuming
the reasonablenessto his nonscientific audience of the notion that
giving cows better milk will improvethe organsinvolvedin determining
milk yield. Still more obvious is another strategem.The implicationof
the article is that the Penrose experiments demonstrated a change in
the heredity of mice. But even in Haldane's day, these and similar
experiments were understood as demonstratingthe presence of an
oncogenic virus. The cancer in mice was not heritable, in the ordinary
sense of the term (and certainly in the sense assumedby readersof the
Daily Worker);it is not transmitted to further generations. That is
presumably why Haldane placed the word "inherited" in quotation
marks. In a case analogousto his use of Dobzhansky'smemoir,Haldane
did not technically lie to his audience, yet even the most sophisticated
of them probably would not have realizedhow little support the Penrose experimentsprovidedfor the Michurin-Lysenkotheory.
Haldane also expressed partial sympathy with Lysenko over the
significanceof intraspecificcompetition; here he was probablyexpressing his genuine beliefs.47 The textbook formulationof Darwinism,in
Haldane'sday and in our own, goes like this:48
Postulate

Deduction

Each population of plants or animals
tends to grow geometrically - the more
individuals that exist, the faster their
number increases.But the space and food
they have available to live on increases
slowly or not at all.

Thereis a continuingstruggle for existence among
the members of the growing population.

Hereditarydifferences exist among members of the population that affect their
ability to surviveand to reproduce.

The result is a continuing
process of the survivalof
the fittest (natural selection).

New hereditary variation continues to Organic evolution occurs.
appear in the population independently
of the selection process.
47. See, for example,his article "Lysenkoand Darwin,"Daily Worker(London), November1, 1948, p. 2.
48. This formulationis taken from Edward0. Wilsonet al., Life on Earth,
2nd ed. (Sunderland,Mass.: SinauerAssociates, 1978), p. 636. Reproducedby
permissionof the publisher.
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Haldane rejected the Malthusianelement in this Darwinianschema.
That is, he rejected the notion that overpopulation,leadingto conflict
within species, was the rule in nature.He did not deny its existence (as
did Lysenko), but thought its extent generallyexaggerated.Like many
population ecologists such as Andrewarthaand Birch,he arguedthat if
the popular formulationof Darwinismwere correct(he did not address
himself to the question if the popularformulationwere also Darwin's),
we should find many more trees shorn of their leaves;the world would
not be green. Although there are many differentinsects on trees during
the summer, we only rarely find trees that have been strippedbareand
some of the insects left starving.Why? Because the numbersof insects
have been reduced by parasites and predatorslong before they have
gotten to the point of eating themselvesout of housdand home. Animal
populations,Haldaneinsisted, are typically kept down, not by resources
in short supply but by conflict with other species;direct struggleamong
members of the same species is rare. He proceeded to make a more
general point, about which there is today no disagreement(however
inconsistent it is with the standardtextbook descriptionof Darwinism,
with its Malthusianpostulate of an exponential growth in population
resulting in a struggle among members of the same species for scarce
resources): natural selection can occur in the absence of competition
amongmembersof the same species, in fact even when they are actively
cooperating. Natural selection occurs whenever some genotypes leave
survivorsthat contribute more to future gene pools. The greaterfitness
of some organismscan result from any of a vast number of factors,
includingbetter ability to withstand the rigorsof extreme heat or cold
or drought; superior resistance to toxic metals in the soil, parasites,
predators, or disease;greaterability to invade new habitats;or simply
the capacity to breed more rapidly.
It is notable that Haldanenever tried to buttress his scientific argument for de-emphasizingintraspecificcompetition by linking it to a
reactionaryMalthusianism.Many Marxists,as far back as Marxhimself
and Engels, were troubled by the Darwinianemphasis on conflict
among membersof the same species, a notion that clearlyderivedfrom,
and in turn was used to justify, the world-viewof the Englishbourgeoisie. Many Marxistsbefore Lysenko had denigratedthe concept of
intraspecific competition as a reading into nature of Hobbes'sbellum
omnia contra omnes; that is, as ideology.49 Even Haldane'svery un49. For examplesanda fullerdiscussionof this topic, see my article"Marxism,
Darwinism,and the Theory of Two Sciences,"MarxistPerspectives,2 (1979),
116-143.
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Marxistcolleague, R. A. Fisher, with whom he "debated"Lysenkoism
on the BBC, asserted that the Maithusianemphasis in orthodox Darwinism was so much excess philosophical baggage.50Haldanehimself
never used other than strictly scientific arguments.Like most scientists,
includingMarxists,he believedin a unifiedworld science. To sociologize
science was, implicitly at least, to underminethat assumption. For if
scientific theories reflect the world-viewsof the societies from which
they have emerged, then it is reasonableto assume that the science of
a socialist society would in some respects differ from the science of a
capitalistsociety.
It is the rarescientist who is comfortablewith that line of argument,
for reasons perhapsbest exemplified by Lysenkoism- howeverlogical
the argument in the abstract, its practical applications have been extremely problematic.No one was more awarethan Haldanethat Soviet
philosophers had condemned virtually all Western science as "bourgeois." However much, as socialists, Britishscientists might have taken
pride in Soviet scientific achievements,they were also proud of their
own. But if the science of a classless society were fundamentally
different from, and superiorto, that of all previoussocieties, their own
contributionsand scientific traditionwere ipso facto devalued.Needless
to say, such a conclusion did not appealto most scientific Marxists.
Until 1948, therefore, this aspect of Soviet philosophy was entirely
ignored;the unity of science was praisedequally by Marxistsand nonMarxists.Haldanecontinued to ignoreit, even after the "theory of two
sciences" was adopted as official Soviet policy. He would in any case
have found it somewhat difficult to maintain that genetics serves
bourgeois interests, given the frequency with which he asserted that
it was starved for resources in capitalist countries. So he simply said
nothing about it, as he said virtually nothing about the political means
by which Lysenkohad triumphedover his critics.
Haldane concentrated instead on Lysenko's scientific claims, which
he presented in the most reasonablelight. The problem was that when
his points were reasonable, they were not Lysenko's. This became
increasingly, and embarrassingly,clear over time, as Lysenko's own
writings became availablein English translationand were widely publicized. Lysenko did not assert that in a few cases, probably restricted
to lower organisms,acquiredcharactersmight be heritable. Nor did he
say that we ought to pay more attention to extranuclearinheritance.
50. Ronald A. Fisher, The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection (New York:

Dover,1958; orig.ed., 1930), pp. 4647.
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Lysenko denied the existence of genes - that is, of a materialbasisof
heredity.(Ironically,the materialismof moderngenetics was a particular
source of pride to Marxistscientists. In his unpublishedautobiography
Haldaneboasted: "I was the first person in Britain,perhapsin Europe,
to support Morgan'stheory that the gene, the unit of heredity, is a
definite thing at a particularplace in a particularchromosome."5' This
is exactly what Lysenko denied.) Nor did he argue that selection can
occur in the absence of competition; he arguedthat competitionnever
occurs. Haldane consistantly praised Lysenko for pointing out how
"rarely"direct competition is found in nature. This may be an acceptable view, but Haldane'scritics, both within and outside the party, were
quick to point out that its resemblance to Lysenko's thinking was
slight. Perhaps Haldane's most embarrassingmoment occured when,
in the course of his BBC defense of Lysenko, he illustratedour potential control over the mutation process by noting that we can double
the chromosome number of plants by treating them with colchicine
- unaware that Lysenko had condemned the use of colchicine as a
"torture"and "mutilation"of plants.52
Over time the extent of the gap between Haldane'sscientific views
and Lysenko's became increasingly clear to everyone - to Haldane
himself, his colleagues, the lay public, and party officials. This was also
true of his position on eugenics, which he stubbornly refused to alter
in spite of its embarrassmentto the party. In fact, his long-heldeugenic
views, which he declined to retractor even substantiallymodify in the
course of the Lysenko controversy,probablycaused the party greater
distress than his refusal to unconditionallysupportLysenko'sscientific
claims.
HALDANEON INEQUALITYAND EUGENICS
"The test of the devotion of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
to science will, I think, come when the accumulationof the results of
human genetics, demonstratingwhat I believe to be the fact of innate
human inequality, becomes important."513So wrote Haldanein 1932,
about five years before his turn to communismand ten years before he
51. J. B. S. Haldane,"WhyI Am a Cooperator,"manuscript,p. 17. (Haldane
Papers.)
52. The incompatibilityof Haldane'sand Lysenko'sremarkswas noted by
EricAshbyin a letter to TheListenerof November25,1948, quotedby LangdonDavis in Russia Puts the Clock Back, p. 93.
53. J. B. S. Haldane, The Inequality of Man and Other Essays (London:

Chattoand Windus,1932), p. 137.
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formallyjoined the CommunistParty. Haldane'snew political commitment did not signal a change in his attitudes toward humaninequality
and eugenics, attitudes that remained remarkablystable throughout
his adult life (although he moderated their expressionslightly after the
events of August 1948) and that he shared with a large number of
Marxistscientists.
The history of eugenics has been written again and again as though
it were simply the scientific expressionof right-wingpolitical and social
views. It is easy to forget - indeed, it appears to have been nearly
forgotten - that duringthe 1920s and 1930s there flourishedin Germany, Britain,and the United States a movement popularlyknown in
America as "Bolshevik eugenics.""4 In Britain and the United States
at least (I do not know about Germany),the enthusiasmthat scientists
felt for the Soviet Union was rooted in their conviction that it would
spur scientific developmentand promote a scientific outlook. For biologists the test of a genuinelyscientific outlook tended to be a society's
attitude toward eugenics, or what was then often called "race betterment." Marxist biologists believed that Westernsocieties had failed in
this regard; to the extent that eugenic sentiment had taken hold, it
was used in a pseudoscientificway to buttress the conventionalsocial
order. Marxiststherefore opposed both conventionaleugenics- asserting that there could be no valid comparisonof the intrinsic worth of
differentindividualsin a class-stratifiedsociety - and those who insisted
that biologists had nothing to contribute to the improvementof mankind's intelligence and character.(In the absence of revolution, some
were willing to compromise by encouragingthe obviously talented to
reproduce or to participate in schemes for artificial insemination.Reminiscent of Robert Graham'srecent scheme - originallyinspiredby
the ideas of H. J. Muller,perhapsthe most prominent of the Marxist
eugenicists - was a sperm bank proposal of the mid-thirtiesto which
Haldaneoffered donationsof both his money and his gametes.)55
54. Loren R. Grahamhas discussedeugenic sentiment in WeimarGermany
and the Soviet Union in the 1920s in "Scienceand Values:The EugenicsMovement in Germanyand Russiain the 1920s," Amer. Hist. Rev., 82 (1977),113364. Other works challengingthe conventionalassociationof eugenics with the
Right are: Linda Gordon, Woman'sRight: A Social History of Birth Controlin
America (New York: Grossman,1976), Donald MacKenzie,Statisticsin Britain
(Edinburgh:EdinburghUniversityPress, 1981), and MichaelFreeden,"Eugenics
and ProgressiveThought:A Studyin IdeologicalAffimity,"TheHistoricalJournal,
22 (1979), 645-671.
55. Reportedin a letter of HerbertBrewer,authorof the proposal,to Joseph
Needham,1936 (Needhamcollection).
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The enthusiasts for a Bolshevik eugenics differed over what they
thought a fair test would indicate about genetic differences among
classes; the English tended to assume that that the upper classes contained a disproportionate number of the fit, whereas the Americans
argued that if class-relateddifferences existed, they would favor the
masses. Both sides agreedthat, at a minimum,individualsvariedsignificantly in their genetic endowments, not just in trivial matters such
as hair color or height, but in intelligence and traits of character;that
the fitter should be encouraged and the less fit discouraged from
reproducing;and that such a policy could be successfullypursuedon
a large scale only in a society that had providedapproximatelyequal
opportunities to all its members. The Soviet Union was perceived as
such a society, and hence afforded the first opportunity for a genuine
test of eugenic principles, a significant element in its appeal to scientists.
This is not the appropriateplace to describe in detail the history of
Marxismand eugenics. I have tried to provide a context for Haldane's
comments - without which they might appear idiosyncratic. They
were not. They represent views widely shared by scientists on the
left, especially the Marxist left. They were not, however, shared by
Lysenko, his supporters in Britain, or presumably by most of the
public, including readers of the Daily Worker.Their egalitarianand
antieugenical sentiment Haldane did little to accommodate. He did
not write in the Worker,as he did elsewhere, that capitalism was
dysgenic because it encouragedthe rich to produce small families."6
But even in the Worker(as late as November 1949) Haldaneexpressed
his belief that racesdiffer in their "proportionsof highly-giftedpeople"
and insisted that "the dogma of human equality is no part of Communism ... the formula of Communism: 'From each according to
his ability, to each according to his needs,' would be nonsense, if
abilities were equal."57 And in one of his last articles for the Modem
QuarterlyHaldanewrote:
56. He did write in a more intellectual Marxistjournal, as late as autumn
1948, that "in many countriesthe poor breed much quickerthan the rich, even
when allowance is made for their higher death-rate.Thus the valuablegenes
making for ability, which bring economic success to their possessors,are getting
rarer,and the averageintelligenceof the nation is declining."If true, asserted
Haldane,the conclusion should be that wealth ought to be equalized."Biology
and Marxism,"Mod. Quart.,3 (1948), 2-11; quotationon p. 9.
57. J. B. S. Haldane,"Darwinand Slavery,"Daily Worker(London),November 14, 1949, p. 2.
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Some Marxistshave reacted too strongly against the application of
biological notions to mankind, and assumed that all differences
between human beings are due to differences of environment ...
But we know in practice, and should, I think, admit more fully in
theory, that different people have very different abilities,that some
are capable of making greatercontributionsto society than others,
and that this would be true had they equal opportunities.58
Following publication of Langdon-Davies'Russia Puts the Clock
Back, Bernalprepareda review for the Daily Worker.Langdon-Davies'
particulartarget was Haldane.He began his book with Haldane'sassertion in The Inequality of Man that the Soviet Union's devotion to
science would be put to the test when genetics demonstratedthe fact
of innate human inequality; this claim was repeated several times in
the text. Bernal excoriated Langdon-Davisfor dredgingup Haldane's
past statements which, he implied(without so much as alludingto their
content), had long since been abandoned. Wrote Bernal: "LangdonDavies makes a great play of quotations from Haldane'searlierworks,
showing him to have held views that would now embarrasshim, but the
greatnessof a scientist is not shown by the rigidity of his views, quite
the contrary."59
The Workerdid not print Bernal'sreview; it published Haldane's
instead. Haldane'searlierstatementson equality embarrassedthe party,
not him, and he proferredno apology. Neither did he defend his views,
which would have involved him in an open disagreementwith party
policy. As on other issues where Haldane'sown views seriouslycontradicted those of the party, he merely kept silent. The strength of his
loyalty to the party prohibited a public dissent. Yet there were certain
beliefs he could not bring himself to disavow: the universality of
science, the right of scientists to decide scientific controversiesin their
own way, and the innate inequalityof humanbeings.
In the same review Haldane did address the question, repeatedly
asked by Langdon-Davies(and many others), of Haldane'slikely fate
as a geneticist in the Soviet Union. He respondedthat he thought he
58. Haldane,"Biologyand Marxism,"pp. 9-10.
59. Unpublishedreview submittedto the Daily Worker,with a copy sent to
Haldane.Bernalalso wrote that he had "talkedwith Lysenkoand seen his results,
and he has impressedme as a scientist more originalthan any I have met for
years" and that "what Langdon-Daviesand his scientific backers cannot see,
because they do not want to see, is the intrinsicnecessity of such steps in any
state that takes scienceseriously"(mss.in the Bemalcollection).
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probably "should have lost my job and got another, as Dubinin did.
Dubinin whom, in spite of Lysenko, I regardas a very fine biologist,
is now a professor of ornithology."60 This was an enormous concession, in spite of its appearancein an articlegenerallydefendingLysenko
against Langdon-Davies'attack. Not surprisingly,it was Haldane'slast
published contribution to the Lysenko debate, although he continued
to write for the Workeron other mattersuntil August 1950.
The paper, to which he had contributeda weekly column for thirteen years as well as chairingits editorial board for ten, took no note
of his leaving. Although he did not quit the Workerand the party until
the summerof 1950, he had signaledhis abandonmentof the Lysenko
issue a full year previously. In fact, his departurefrom the Workerwas
somethingof an anticlimax,for in the summerof 1949 he had published
a widely quoted article, "In Defense of Genetics," in the Modem
Quarterly;it ended with the following words: "I believe that wholly
unjustifiableattacks have been made againstmy profession,and one of
the most importantlessons which I have learnedas a Marxistis the duty
of supportingmy fellow workers."61 As far as his scientific colleagues
were concerned, this article representedhis break with Lysenko and
the party. That he continued to write for the Daily Workerfor another
full year, defending Lysenko in his columns, indicates the strength of
his party loyalty. He felt he must leave, but endeavoredto do so in the
way that would do the party least damage.
In the same issue of the Modem Quarterlyappearedan article of
Bernal's.62With Haldane's replacementby Bernal as its most distinguished apologist for Lysenko, the characterof the party's argument
abruptly changed. Unlike Haldane, and in spite of his own past statements, Bernalwas willing to provide not just an unconditionaldefense
of Lysenko's theories, but also of the right of the state to adjudicate
a scientific controversy. For the first time in the history of the controversy in Britain, Lysenko's views were said to exemplify the new
"proletarian" science of the Soviet Union, destined to replace the
decadent "bourgeois"science of the West.

60. J. B. S. Haldane,"Nonsenseabout Lysenko,"Daily Worker(London),
November9, 1949, p. 2.
61. J. B. S. Haldane,"In Defenseof Genetics,"quotationon p. 202.
62. J. D. Bernal,"The BiologicalControversyin the Soviet Union and Its
Implications,"Mod. Quart.,4 (1949), 203-217.
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CONCLUSION:FROMHALDANETO BERNAL
Bernal's argumentsof 1949-1950 make for depressingreadingand
it seems uncharitableto dwell on them. Suffice it to say that he gave
unqualified support to Lysenko, as he did, publicly at least, to every
aspect of Soviet policy - even to the point of sendinga messageto the
Soviet Academy of Sciences expressinghis full support of the August
decrees.63 The man who before 1948 and after Lysenko's fall consistently asserted the universalityof science and stressed the socialist
commitment to scientific freedom wrote that "the importance of this
decisive step is that it marksfor the first time the assertionof the independence of science in the Soviet Union from the previously universal
community of world science;and also that for the first time the Central
Committee of the CommunistParty of the Soviet Union has declared
itself on a scientific issue."64 WhileBernal'sown laboratorywas trying
63. Although Bernalpublicly defended the Soviet invasionof Hungary,he
was upset by it to the point of cooperatingbehind the scenes with the children
of MichaelPolanyi (his old nemesis) to aid Hungarianscientists. See his correspondencewith Georgeand PriscillaPolanyi,late springand summer1957 (Bernal
collection). That he was even moredisturbedby the invasionof Czechoslavakia
is
indicatedby his unfinishedand difficult-to-followmanuscriptof September1968,
"The Doctrine of 'PeacefulCounter-Revolution'and Its Consequences"(Bernal
collection). I am gratefulto Dorothy Hodgkinfor alertingme to the existenceof
this manuscript.
For informationregardingBernal'smessageto the Soviet Academyof Sciences
see the article "ScientificFreedom"which appearedin the ManchesterGuardian
of January29, 1949, p. 4, and Bernal'sresponse, "Science and Freedom,"of
February4, 1949, p. 4. Also relevantis a letter of Bernalto JulianHuxley, April
29, 1949 (Bernalcollection).
64. Bernal,"The BiologicalControversyin the Soviet Union," p. 204. The
lengths to which Bernalwas willingto go in his public defense of Soviet policy
is indicatedby the following passagefrom his essay "Stalinas Scientist,"Mod.
Quart.,8 (1953), 133-142. "In thinkingof Stalinas the greatestfigureof contemporary history we should not overlook the fact that he was at the same time a
great scientist, not only in his direct contributionto social science, but, even
more, in the impetusand the opportunityhe gaveto everybranchof scienceand
techniquein the creationof the new, expandingand popularscienceof the Soviet
Union" (p. 133). Further,"Stalin'sachievementis somethinggreaterthan the
building up and defending of the Soviet Union, greatereven than the hope for
peace and progressthat he gave to the whole world.It is that his thoughtand his
example is now embodied in the lives and thoughts of hundredsof millionsof
men, women and children: that it has become an indissolublepart of the great
humantradition.Howevergreat the changesof the next few years,and there will
be greatchangeswhichhe workedfor and would welcome,this remains"(p. 142).
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(with techniques he had developed)to determinethe structureof DNA
- an event he later hailed, without a trace of irony, as "the greatest
discovery in all modern science" - he was maintainingthe "formal"
genetics was only apparently materialistic.65"No one has actually
isolated the genes," he asserted. "Up to now they are factors, chosen
simply to explain the phenomena in the simplest way, and are thus
liable to the criticism that had been levelled againstMachianidealism
by Lenin."66 Echoing the views not just of Lysenko but of Shaw and
of Shaw's favorite, Samuel Butler, Bernal complained that according
to the orthodox evolutionists, chance ruled the universeand that, like
Weismann,the evolutionists insisted on the "isolation and autonomy
of the gene."67 Both of these views had been characterizedby Haldane,
in earlierissues of the Modem Quarterly,as at best misunderstandings,
and at worst willful distortions,of contemporarygenetics.
Bernalremainedloyal to the party until the end of his life. Most of
the party's scientific members ultimately left it but, surprisingly,not
over the Lysenko issue. The scientistswho left did so in generalfor the
same reasonsand in response to the same events as their nonscientific
colleagues;the purges, the revelationsof the twentieth party congress,
the invasionsof Hungaryand of Czechoslavakia.As far as 1 have been
able to determine,Haldanealone brokewith the partyover Lysenkoism,
choosing his scientific over his political loyalties. His scientific colleagues at the time, and many persons since, have found this laudable.
But both those who remained loyal to the party and those who left
it over other issues said, in effect, that the cause of humanity cannot,
after all, be wholly identified with that of science. Perhapsthere is also
somethingto be said for the values reflectedin theirjudgment.
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